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Literature to Remember for the Ages

Great literature throughout time has been defined by eras that it transcends. Literature

makes a strong statement about society, the good, the bad, and the ugly. Margret Mitchell does

not hide any part of this in her novel Gone with the Wind. She shows the rapid changes in the

Southern lifestyle. Mitchell creates strong characters to highlight this lifestyle and the

distinctive language makes life easy to picture. All these components are visible in Gone with

the Wind and thus this is a piece of literature.
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pampered life of a wealthy, plantation family. Throughout the novel, both her personality and

~kJ~fW~? --..::,.surroundings change. Scarlet makes among statement ~~ her idl evol!!!!g wo~ ~ Ji~~l'~
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Margret Mitchell uses strong d~ve 'woms ~ strong characters to create a

graphic image of the new Southern lifestyle. er ecision fo use Scarla->s point of-view hel

the reader connect to ev!ID':as~ of Scarlet's sto ~t e (iescrioes the SOUttias a lifestyle

rntIier ffi3ii die eVil Slave run place often (Ie i e wordiiig of the slave's dialogue beiii

less proper lielped. illustrate--tlle vasraifference

Strong characters are a part of any novel worth reading. When combined with

Mitchell's imagery, point of view, and historical illusions it creates a novel that can be called

literature. Mitchell creates a world that many people don't see in history books, the view of an

affluent Southern citizen. This piece ofliterature will last through the ages due to its dynamic

characters and strong language.
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